On Thu, 16 Jan 2003 01:31:29 -0000
 "nuclear_host <nuclear_host@yahoo.com>" <nuclear_host@yahoo.com> wrote:
>  Channelers typically have a hard time with meditation 
>bc the crown is
>> layered in such a way that complete submersing into a 
>>trance state
>> *unless that's the style the channeler is utilizing 
>>typically* can 
>not
>> only be counter-productive but cause states of confusion 
>>and 
>physical
>> discomfort.
>
>Can you explain what you mean by layered?  I have alot of 
>problems 
>when I try to meditate, it makes everything too intense, 
>I have alot 
>of stuff going on when I don't meditate and when I do, it 
>is way too 
>much.  That is usually when I start seeing the exploding 
>colors too I 
>think, when I try to meditate.  I think I ground best 
>when I run, but 
>like some people say do my drawing to ground, and that 
>seems to 
>really spin me out into another world:)  

A typical misconception in the world of exploring psi and talent is that everyone should master meditation in order to be entirely centered.

While I agree a person should be as centered as possible when doing energy work, meditation does *not* work for everyone and again, causes channelers discomfort.  

I center by dancing.  I usually walk briskly for 30 min, jog for 10, come back to my house and dance, modern, stretching every part of my body and exploding massive amounts of energy in a safe space pre-set for such 'shedding'.

Channelers usually build 'buffers' and 'filters' into their crown chakra.  The crown chakra on a channeler typically expands into a layered set of fields within the typical auric field.

The reason the field is layered is because few people seem to be born channelers.  I think it has to do with the learning curve that we utilize as we grow along with the bombardment.  So you begin as a medium.  A medium hears low frequency, one end of the spectrum.

As you grow and move up the spectrum, you hear more frequencies.  As you hear more frequencies, you learn to integrate 'filters'.  Freqeuncies translate in our brains into information/data that we receive as output via a talent like clairvoyance/precog/telepath.  As frequencies stream in that we DON'T want to hear, we set those 'filters' to filter them out.

As a channeler grows and uses other talents consecuritvely, they learn that they can't constantly channel.  So, in order to retain the most information as accurately as possible, channelers build 'buffers' into their crown chakra as well.  'Buffers' are sections where frequencies are stored until they can be passed through the filters and then finally, read into the subconcious or concious for processing.

This is why channelers use exercise or forms of mild mental stimluations (techno music, tetris) in order to find center.  Their brain waves run above alpha, often towards gamma with all the processing that goes on in their upper chakras.  Typically, the throat chakra on channelers will become less predominant, it will actually retract and create a base for the upper two chakras.

Now, if some of you are shaking your head or thinking "Hmmm, my crown chakra is actually like 3 chakras in one area," that's most likely correct.  Again, as a channeler grows in both talent and age, you expand. 

Also, depending on what kind of sub-talents you run conciously, talents that are dormant AND what kind of frequencies you are searching/pollnig on a regular basis, this also changes the way your crown chakra is set up.

So, if you find that meditation causes those light explosions etc, I'm not surprised.  I had the same problem when I was younger.  I even became paranoid at some points bc the attempt at meditation slowed down the velocity of my crown and some of the frequency streaming.  When this happened, I got dizzy, light headed and then saw dark splotches in my vision.

I don't want to scare people or misguide them.  Everyone is different.  


>Ok here is a question, I wonder if channelers are like 
>what they 
>call 'batteries'?  Do you think there is a similarity 
>between the 
>two?  

What do you mean by batteries

